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Abstract
Sustainable competitive advantage (SCA) is a central tenet in strategic management theory.
The effect of regulation on sustaining competitive advantages is widely neglected in literature. The impact on competence development and SCA of the firm can be significant, if regulatory requirements and regulatory prohibitions as types of specific industry regulation are
considered. In arguing that resource-based theory can be modeled analogous to complex system theory, the effect of regulation on competence development and SCA is illustrated. In
explaining the effect of regulation on competence development and SCA, the paper contributes to close a gap in one of the central assumptions of attaining SCA resource-based theory.
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INTRODUCTION

Even though almost every firm is subject to some kind of regulation, strategic management
theories have not been accounted for. In the last two decades, resource-based and competencebased theory dominated academic research in strategic management. Much is written about
dynamic capabilities, core competences, resource allocation, exploration and exploitation
strategies, and the sustainable competitive advantage of the firm (hereinafter referred to as SCA).
Tushman & Anderson (1986: 439) state that “organizational outcomes are critically influenced
by the context within which they occur” (1986: 439). Hambrick (1983a, 1983b), MacMillan &
Day (1982), and Hansen & Wernerfelt (1989) show similar findings.
There is a huge amount of literature on the effects of technology and the dynamics of
technological change on firm attributes and competitive advantage. While there has been
sustained research on technological (e.g. Child 1972; Duncan 1972; Miles, Snow & Pfeffer 1974;
Tushman & Anderson 1986) and market mediated (e.g. Duncan 1972; Yasai-Ardekani 1986)
effects, there has been less significant work on the nature of regulatory effects on the firm, and
particularly on competence development and attaining SCA. Reger, Duhaime & Stimpert state
that “despite the pervasiveness of regulation and the critical role of strategic choice in
determining firm performance, the intersection of strategic choice and regulation has been
largely ignored” (1992: 189). From this, I derive the central research question - How does
regulation affect competence development and SCA of the firm?
It is commonly agreed that the extent of (sustainable) competitive advantage is determined by the
value the firm is able to generate and to capture (Nickerson, Silverman & Zenger, 2007: 221;
Priem & Butler 2001: 29; Saloner, Shephard & Podolny, 2001: 39). I suppose that regulation can
affect firm performance by restricting the generation and the capture of value. The impact of
regulation on value capture (via price regulation etc.) is discussed in numerous studies (Makadok
& Coff 2002: 10). The findings can easily be transferred to resource-based argumentation. But
the fact that “value creation … is a precondition for value capture“ (Priem 2007: 219) is widely
unnoticed in literature. This is even more surprising, because the core of the resource-based
argumentation is not on value capture, but on value generation. Firm competences are at the very
heart of value generation. Altogether we don’t know much about how regulation impacts value
generation. In this paper, I focus on the effects of regulation on the value generation process of
the firm.
A review of the last 10-20 years of research in organization and strategic management shows that
literature has found a lot of answers. Notwithstanding the enormous advances in theory,
however, I think that it is time to ask for the effect of regulation on competences and the SCA of
the firm. Furthermore, I argue that the resource-based theory of the firm can be modeled
analogous to complex system theory. The main objective of this research is to provide a reliable
methodological approach and a causally closed reasoning of how regulation affects the SCA
from a resource/competence-based perspective. I argue that even though regulation is fairly
[1]

neglected in organization theory as well as in strategic management literature, regulation can be
the dominating factor in attaining or losing a SCA. Furthermore, in borrowing concepts from
complex system theory, I suggest a promising way to operationalize the competence
development of the firm. In doing so, I try to shed a new light on things we thought we already
understood.
What I suppose is that in some circumstances the existing theoretical explanation of attaining or
losing a SCA presented by the resource-based theory lacks in reasoning. By disregarding the
regulatory factor, a satisfactory explanation of the phenomenon of SCA cannot be provided in all
instances. For example, resource-based theory builds on resource heterogeneity that is
substantiated due to imperfect strategic factor markets (Barney 1986). In resource-based theory,
the assumption of imperfect or non-existent factor markets is taken for granted. Barney refers to
information asymmetries that lead to diverging expectations concerning the future value of
resources or simple “firm’s good fortune and luck” (1986: 1232). However, there is no
explanation about one of the central assumptions of resource-based theory given. I argue that in
creating response uncertainties (Milliken 1987, 1990) for the firm, regulation can be the source
of information asymmetries that constitute imperfect factor markets. Consequently, regulation
has an impact on resource heterogeneity and competence development.
With a concentration on resource/competence-based and organizational literature, I start with a
short review of theoretical and empirical research on SCA and outline shortcomings of existing
modeling. Furthermore, I explain basic terms such as competence development and regulation.
In the main part of the paper, I present a model of the regulated firm. Finally, I demonstrate how
the argumentation might contribute to future research.

2

THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

2.1

Research into sustainable competitive advantage

In 1986, Coyne wrote that SCA has been a central tenet in strategic thinking. Now, about 25
years later this, statement must strongly be supported. The issue of SCA is a central theme in
various research approaches within strategic management. SCA is the precondition for
appropriating rents from a well-adapted strategic positioning between market forces in the
market-based literature (Porter 1980, 1995) that is rooted in the structure-conduct-performance
paradigm (Bain 1956, 1968).

Sustainable competitive advantage in resource-based theory. The focus on firmexternal factors such as the market-based view proposes has been superseded by a shift of

perspective. In the last decade the focus on firm-internal factors has dominated the strategic
management literature. Particularly, the resource-based theory has triggered the explanation what
constitutes SCA. By opening the ‘black-box’ of the firm, the resource-based approach has found
great support in academic research and has become the predominant research stream in strategic
management research today. The basic principles of resource-based logic that includes the
traditional resource-based view and the capability-based view are outlined by Barney (1986,
1991); Dierickx & Cool (1989); Grant (1991); Mahoney (1995); Penrose (1952); Prahalad &
Hamel (1990); Rumelt (1984); and Wernerfelt (1984). They suggest that the source of gaining
and sustaining superior performance is found in the unique bundle of resources possessed or
controlled by the firm. Whereas the traditional resource-based view argues that SCA relies on the
assumptions of resource heterogeneity and resource immobility that are both substantiated due to
inefficient or non-existent strategic factor markets (Barney 1986), the capability-based view
suggests the distinctiveness of capabilities (dynamic capabilities, core competences etc.) as the
source of SCA (i.a. Grant 1991: 119; Teece, Pisano & Shuen, 1997: 518; Ulrich & Lake 1990:
40). In order to achieve SCA, the firm must ensure that resources meet the well-known VRINconditions as sufficient condition. The necessary condition for appropriating sustainable rents is
how the resource’s value, respectively the processes of value generating and the value capture is
shaped by the firm’s environment (Combs, Ketchen, Ireland & Webb, 2011: 1099).

Definitional and measurement problems. Over the last decades, an increasing number
of empirical studies have aimed at SCA (i.a. Fahy 2002; Hall 1993; Weerawardena 2003a,
2003b; Wiggins & Ruefli 2002, 2005). However, these efforts have only been modestly
successful. Particularly, the confusion about the research findings can be attributed to
definitional and measurement problems which plagues the concern what SCA is and what SCA
is not, or in the words of Coyne (1986), it is not enough to know an SCA when you see it. The
confusion may perhaps exist because an SCA is not always easy to identify and the meaning of
SCA is not superficially self-evident. As Coyne suggests, the dictionary’s definitions of the three
words can bring forth the heart of the concept. Following this advice, the definition of SCA
given by Barney is broadly agreed, as when a firm „is implementing a value creating strategy
not simultaneously being implemented by any current or potential competitors and when these
other firms are unable to duplicate the benefits of this strategy” (1991: 102; italics in the
original). Some research ignored the last part of the definition persistently and simply interprets
SCA as a competitive advantage that keeps going over time. However, to note that SCA is a
concept difficult to operationalize quantitatively gives no rationale to ignore a central definitional
part of SCA. The concept of SCA refers to unsuccessful efforts of competitive duplication and
not to a period of calendar time (Barney 1991: 103; Barney & Arikan, 2006: 141). In this paper, I
follow Barney’s definition of SCA (see above) closely. To gain a competitive advantage, the
firm’s products must enable the creation of superior value to the customers and the strategy used

must resist duplicative efforts of competitors (value generation). Once SCA is attained, the firm
receives rents indicated by above-average performance by given appropriation (value capture).

2.2

Competence development of the firm

The set of static, dynamic, and creative capabilities (Collis 1994: 145) shapes the development of
core competences (Hamel & Prahalad 1990; Leonard-Barton 1992) of the firm. Core
competences appear in processes and products. The technological core is built up upon stocks of
component and architectural knowledge (Henderson & Clark 1990). Generally, heterogeneity in
productive resources and capabilities is a necessary condition for gaining SCA. A similar
condition for attaining SCA is equifinality (i.a. Doty, Glick & Huber 1993; Eisenhardt & Martin
2000; Gresov & Drazin 1997; Hrebiniak & Joyce 1985; Jennings & Seaman 1994; Jennings,
Rajaratnam & Barry 2003; Katz & Kahn 1966; Marlin, Ketchen & Lamont 2007; Miles & Snow
1978; Payne 2006; Porter 1980; Snow & Hrebiniak 1980). Dynamic capabilities can generate
equal output solutions by using different input bundles of resources and capabilities. To attain
SCA equifinality in resource and capability usage must be possible.
Competence development can be competence-enhancing or competence-destroying. Both types
of competence development define the technological core of the firm. Tushman & Anderson
(1986) show that the firm is permanently exposed to a continuum of competence-enhancing and
competence-destroying technological discontinuities. Technological discontinuities can be
defined as process or product innovations that shift the technological efficiency frontier within
(competence-enhancing) or outside (competence-destroying) the established technological
paradigm (Anderson & Tushman 1990: 604, 608; Tushman & Rosenkopf 1992: 318).

Competence-destroying. While competence-enhancing innovations are based on and
reinforce existing capabilities and core competences, competence-destroying innovations make
existing capabilities and core competences obsolete. On the one hand, the devaluation of core
competence of the firm by competence-destroying discontinuities results in the loss of SCA and
the rent-stream respectively. On the other hand, competence-destroying discontinuities facilitates
impulses for new product classes, fundamental product improvements, strategic substitutes,
process innovations and process substitutions as well as improved price-performance ratios
(Tushman & Anderson 1986: 441p.).). Competence-destroying discontinuities enforce the firm
to switch to a new technological trajectory and to seek for new product market domains. Existing
core competences must be unlearned and with focus on new product development, strategic
substitutes or fundamentally changed process capabilities, a new stock of component and
architectural knowledge has to be built up by the firm. While competence-destroying
discontinuities can make significant contributions to the formation of new technological

paradigms by opening up new possibilities to define a new technological state of the art, the
success of technological superiority is not guaranteed per se, but is contingent on external (not
firm-controlled) factors.

Competence-enhancing.
Contrary to
competence-destroying
discontinuities,
competence-enhancing discontinuities build on existing know-how embodied in technologies
that are to be replaced within existing product classes (Anderson & Tushman 1990: 609).
Competence-enhancing discontinuities do not render existing capabilities obsolete. The
technological core of the firm is not disrupted. In case of competence-enhancing process
discontinuities, resource efficiency is increased significantly by leveraging existing core
competences (Tushman & Anderson 1986: 443). Increased price-performance ratios are based on
existing stock of component and architectural knowledge. While competence-enhancing
discontinuities extend the scope of established core competences, the existing bundle of
productive resources and capabilities is to be preserved accompanied with the well-known risk of
becoming rigid (Leonard-Barton 1992: 118). In sum, the dominant design of a product market
domain is consolidated across the industry population.
It must be emphasized, that the classification as competence-enhancing or competencedestroying depends only on the existing stock of capabilities and core competences of the firm
and is irrespective of the incremental or radical character of the innovation (Gatignon, Tushman,
smith & Anderson 2002: 1107).

2.3

Firm-complexity and competence development

The resource-based theory of the firm can be modeled analogous to complex system theory.
Therefore, I consider the firm and its environment to be an open system. The open system
perspective is legitimate because the closed system model follows perfect foresight about future
events resulting in fully synchronized expectations so that no competitive advantage can be
created. Closed systems tolerate no entrepreneurial behavior.
In modelling the resource-based theory of the firm analogous to the complex system theory, the
competence development process and the process of establishing fit between firm-complexity
and system-complexity can be understood as methodological equivalents. Firm-complexity
means problem solution via variation-selection processes by using capabilities and competences
to implement strategies, structures, and resources. Hence, in dynamic modelling the underlying
process of adjusting firm-complexity corresponds to competence development. Because a static
model can only determine the complexity differential induced by firm-specific capability and
competence usage, SCA can merely be asserted. Dynamic modelling enables to understand the
process of attaining SCA. From the perspective of the complex systems theory competition can
be interpreted as rivalry of firms with heterogeneous firm-complexities. To attain SCA, two

conditions must be met. First, entrepreneurial behavior is enabled by heterogeneous ex post
interfirm-complexities. Second, the process of minimizing a high ex ante complexity differential
must be successful.
Logic dictates that there must be a complexity differential between the firm and its environment:
if a boundary exists between an entity and the environment, then the environment has to consist
of more elements and relations as the entity itself. Competence development is synonymous with
shifting the complexity differential between the firm and its environment by adjusting firmcomplexity (Ashby 1957: 207; Luhmann 1987: 49).
In system theory, complexity is measured by the variety of entities and their relations. When
complexity is measured by the degree of variety, then novelty can be interpreted as the result of
variety (Luhmann 1987: 41). Novelty corresponds to the emergence of variety. In the context of
the firm novelty means innovations that are new to the firm. If the firm adapts to a changed
complexity differential, then decreased (increased) firm-complexity corresponds to a decreased
(increased) variety that can be indicated by novelty parameters as a decreased (increased)
innovation rate, a decreased (increased) number of technological innovation directions, and a
decreased (increased) innovation intensity.

2.4

Regulation

How does regulation influence organizational behavior and performance? I suggest that
regulation must be the dominating factor in determining the expected future value of resources or
competences and thus heterogeneity that finally allows for gaining SCA. If regulation creates a
new competitive environment, then regulation dominates the building of expectations about the
future value of resources and thus resource heterogeneity. Ashford (1983: 124) and Pfeffer &
Salancik (1978: 203) admit the dominance of the regulatory factor in certain circumstances.

Definitions of regulation. Regulation is multidimensional in terms of intent, means, and
outcome. In the theory of the firm, regulation constrains the discretionary conduct of the firm by
law, enactments, or governmental directives (Picot 2008: 9). Regulation can be defined in a
broad or a narrow manner. Broadly defined, regulation comprises governmental interventions
with relevance to the majority of industries with the purpose of setting framework conditions. An
example of a broadly defined regulation can be found in any publicly traded company. The
Regulations Fair Disclosure mandates that independent of their industry affiliation all publicly
traded companies release material information to investors and the public at the same time. Other
broad regulations are intellectual property law, tax law, company law, or contract law. Narrowly
defined regulation means governmental restrictions of firm conduct designed specifically to an
industry. Specific industry regulation can include setting parameters and guidelines for anything

from market entry (concessions, authorization, licensing, production methods), market conduct
(pricing, product attributes like quality standards, liabilities), to market outcomes (profits,
monopoly control, provision of primary services). While regulations of market entry and market
conduct have effect on the value generation of the firm, value capture is affected by regulations
of market outcomes.
The broad and narrow definitions of regulation differ significantly in the impact that regulation
unfolds on performance. In contrast to broad regulations with relevance to the majority of
industries, specific industry regulation has the potential to “profoundly affect the economic
environment that these policies may make a difference between profit or loss or between survival
and disappearance“ (Pfeffer & Salancik 1978: 216). In this paper, I use a narrow definition of
regulation that is synonymous with the definition of control rights in specific industries. Because
of our interest in the impact of regulation on value generation, I focus on specific industry
regulation with respect to market entry (productions methods) and market conduct (product
attributes).

Modes of regulation and research settings. Regulation by requirements and by
prohibitions exhibits the most pervasive impact on firm’s decision-making about the control of
resources and product market domains. Regulation by requirements commands a mandatory
activity, for instance in determining processes and/or product attributes. Regulation by
prohibition commands an omission of an activity. These two regulatory modes can exert
substantial influence on the value generating processes of the firm.
I focus on three different regulatory settings. In setting 1, the firm is exposed to regulatory
requirements with determining provisions on processes and determining provisions on product
attributes. This is the scenario with the lowest number of degrees of freedom in decision-making
of the firm induced by regulation. If response uncertainty is defined as “lack of knowledge of
response options/inability to predict the consequences of a response choice” (Milliken 1987:
137), then regulation creates no response uncertainties for the firm so that expectations about
resource values are almost identical in the industry population. In setting 2, the firm is also
exposed to regulatory requirements. Setting 2 is characterized by regulatory determined
provisions on product attributes, but with non-determining provisions on processes. In setting 3,
the firm is exposed to regulatory prohibitions with non-determining provisions on processes and
non-determining provisions on product attributes. This is the scenario with the highest number of
degrees of freedom in decision-making of the regulated firm. Response uncertainty caused by
regulation is fairly high in setting 2 and 3 resulting in information asymmetries leading to
different expectations about resource value. At this point, I provide a rationale for the central
assumption of resource-based theory given by Barney (1986).

3

MODELING THE REGULATED FIRM

From the methodological perspective of complex system theory, the key to explain the SCA of
the firm is to account for external and internal factors (Carmeli & Tishler 2004: 302;
Fiegenbaum, Hart, & Schendel 1996; Hansen & Wernerfelt 1989; Snow & Hambrick 1980: 527).
Duncan defines the environment of the firm as “the totality of physical and social factors that are
taken directly into consideration in the decision-making behavior of individuals in the
organization” (1972: 314). In a more focused definition, Dill (1958: 410p.)) discriminates
between the general and the task environment. While the broad definition of regulation belongs
to the characterization of the general environment, the narrow definition of regulation specifies
the task environment of the firm.
The task environment of the firm can be categorized by objects, attributes, and perceptions
(Bourgeois 1980: 33). The objects of the task environment are derived by considering
technology, market, and regulation as environmental factors that are outside the boundaries of
the firm. Environmental factors exhibit great decision emphasis, but cannot be (fully) controlled
by the firm. Particularly, environmental factors are of huge relevance in the process of defining
corporate objectives and the achievement of tasks (Dill 1958: 410). Several authors (Bourgeois
1980: 33; Dill 1958: 424; Mahon & Murray 1981: 252; Pfeffer & Salancik 1978: 202p.; Smith &
Grimm 1987: 363; Teece et al. 1997: 521p.) agree that regulation is an integral part of the task
environment of the firm.

3.1

Regulation of resources and strategies

The argumentation is in line with the resource definition given by Barney that „firm resources
include all assets, capabilities, organizational processes, firm attributes, information, knowledge,
etc. controlled by a firm that enable the firm to conceive of and implement strategies that
improve its efficiency and effectiveness“ (1991: 101; italics by the author). Controlling resources
is essential for creating economic rents and of particular importance for gaining SCA.
Controlling resources by the firm means discretionary decision-making of the firm about the
acquisition of productive resources as well as the process of developing idiosyncratic
competences, the internal allocation of different resource categories, or the implementation of
value generating bundles of productive resources and competences.
Using resources and pursuing strategies are two sides of the same coin. Resources are “the
substance of strategy, the very essence of sustainable competitive advantage” (Collis &
Montgomery 1998: 27). If a specific industry regulation controls the discretionary usage of
resources by the firm in a certain manner, then regulation affects the firm’s strategies
concurrently. By affecting the firm’s strategies, regulation has direct impact on the processes that

make competitive advantage sustainable. Hence, regulation affects value generation and value
capture of the firm.
To achieve economic efficiency in a non-regulated world, the firm would only control those
productive resources and capabilities to pursue firm strategies that are promising in attaining
SCA. But in a regulated context, discretionary decision-making of the firm is influenced by
externally defined control rights.

3.2

Competence development of the regulated firm (resource-based perspective)

Generally, enhanced or destroyed firm capabilities and competences are the result of
technological or regulatory characteristics of the firm environment (Romanelli & Tushman 1986:
616). In a regulated context, the competence development of the firm is affected by regulation
(Abernathy & Clark 1985: 18). I argue that regulation can prevent the firm to attain SCA even
though a kind of competence development is conducted by the firm.
Regulatory requirements in settings 1 and 2 can foster the tendency to enhance existing
competencies or to build up competencies in compliance with the regulation. Different effects on
heterogeneity arise if the firm is exposed to setting 1 or to setting 2. The conditions in setting 1
do not allow for equifinality in resource and capability usage. To comply with the regulatory
requirements, the task of dynamic capabilities is to create homogeneity in processes and
products. The result is a substitutable resource configuration across the industry. The regulatory
conditions in setting 1 lead to deterministic strategies and resource bundles - „good for ‚more of
the same‘“ (Mahon & Murray 1981: 256). The predictability of the technology argues for the use
of highly specific slack resources with a small number of degrees of freedom. The value creation
process is based on almost unaltered productive resources and capabilities, so competences are
enhanced over time. Setting 1 can be described as exogenous competence enhancing by
homogenous compliance.
Setting 2 allows for equifinal solutions. Different value creation processes accompany with
heterogeneous resource bundles. The firm can pursue idiosyncratic strategies. Gaining
advantages from efficiency is possible if the firm follows the previously established
technological path and enhances its established competences. Setting 2 is characterized as
exogenous competence enhancing by heterogeneous compliance.
Regulation by prohibitions contains the potential to destroy competencies. The dynamic
competences are not aligned to regulatory determined equifinal solutions. Beyond the prohibition
claims, the firm is not constrained in decision-making and can implement heterogeneous bundles
of productive resources and capabilities. Just as setting 2, setting 3 requires slack resources with
low specificity and a high number of degrees of freedom. Setting 3 can be described as
exogenous competence destroying by heterogeneous compliance.

3.3

Competence development of the regulated firm (complex system perspective)

From the perspective of complex system theory, regulatory impact in kinds of regulatory
requirements or prohibitions can be interpreted as shifting the complexity differential. If
regulation by requirements or regulation by prohibitions shifts the complexity differential
between the firm and its environment, firm-complexity must be adjusted either way (Ashby
1957; Luhmann 1987). The underlying process of adjusting firm-complexity is competence
development. If firm-complexity is not adjusted, the firm cannot attain SCA. But attaining SCA
depends not only on the discretionary choice of the firm to adjust firm-complexity respectively
competence development. In the following, I argue that regulation can deter the firm to attain
SCA even though adjustment of firm-complexity is taken by the firm.
If we consider setting 1, then “firms either adapt, or are selected out“ (Lawless & Finch 1989:
355). Regulation in setting 1 creates no substantial ex ante complexity differential, so no
competitive advantage can be generated. There are only minimal degrees of freedom for
incremental product and process innovations, resulting in low innovation rates and no differences
in innovation directions. Entrepreneurial behavior does not exist, because of homogenous ex post
interfirm-complexities.
Slightly higher ex ante complexity differentials exist in setting 2 allowing for competitive
advantages. High firm performance requires an increase in firm-complexity: low rates of
incremental and radical product innovations but higher rates of incremental and radical process
innovations. In comparison with setting 1, a higher number of innovation directions of process
novelties are to be expected in setting 2. Therefore, I expect heterogeneous ex post interfirmcomplexities.
Setting 3 shows the scenario with the highest ex ante complexity differential. To obtain superior
performance, the firm has to increase firm-complexity significantly by much higher rates of
radical than incremental product and process innovations as well as wide breadth of innovation
directions. As well as in setting 2, setting 3 heterogeneous ex post interfirm-complexities are
expected. In sum, the firm-complexity should be low in setting 1, moderate in setting 2, and high
in setting 3.

3.4

SCA of the regulated firm

The core of the resource-based model of the firm is the sequential task of (i) resource-picking
(Ricardian perspective) as the mechanism to create economic rents through the formulation of
expectations about the future value of particular resources, and (ii) capability-building
(Schumpeterian perspective) as the mechanism for the creation of economic rents through the
internal development of several types of capabilities (Makadok 2001: 388p.). The aim of
resource-picking is on selecting potentially rent generating resources, while capability-building
seeks for deploying these resources in a more effective way than rivals. Hence, performance

differences between firms are dependent on the control of the bundle of resources and
capabilities with different productivity potentials. Therefore, the discretionary control of
resources is essential for creating economic rents.
Regulatory conditions in setting 1 enforce that homogeneous resources result in homogeneous
strategies. To comply with the regulatory requirements, the task of dynamic capabilities is to
create homogeneity in processes and products. The result is a substitutable resource/competence
configuration across the industry. Furthermore, setting 1 does not allow for equifinality in
resource and capability usage. This suggests that from a pure resource-based perspective, no
SCA can be attained in setting 1. Additionally, the conditions for SCA from the systems
complexity theory are not met. The incentive to entrepreneurial behavior is restricted because of
homogeneous ex post interfirm-complexities. Regulatory conditions do not generate a high ex
ante complexity differential that has to be minimized.
Regulation has no direct impact on the composition and use of productive resources and
capabilities in the settings 2 and 3. The firm can develop heterogeneous (firm-specific) bundles
of resources and capabilities. Non-determined resources and capabilities in settings 2 and 3 allow
for heterogeneous strategies. From equifinality follows that regulatory conditions in settings 2
and 3 generate high numbers of degrees of freedom in implementing resources and capabilities.
Hence, in these scenarios, gaining SCA is possible. Furthermore, the conditions for attaining
SCA from the complex systems theory are also met. Regulation allows for heterogeneous ex post
interfirm-complexities, encouraging entrepreneurial behavior. Regulatory conditions in settings 2
and 3 generate significantly high ex ante complexity differentials. A successful (competitive)
process of minimizing the complexity differential is possible.

SUMMARY
“Organizational outcomes are critically influenced by the context within which they occur”
(Tushman & Anderson 1986: 439). A huge amount of literature in strategic management is
dedicated to effects of technology and technological change on competitive advantage and
performance outcomes of the firm. The intersection of regulation and strategic decision-making
has largely been ignored in strategic management research. Therefore, concentrating on
resource-based theory as the predominating approach in strategic management today, the central
research question in this paper was formulated as: How does regulation affect the competence
development and the SCA of the firm?
Capabilities and core competences are at the very heart of value generation. Competence
development can be either competence enhancing or competence destroying. I suggest that the
resource-based argumentation can be modeled analogous to complex systems theory. Therefore,
competence development (resource-based perspective) and adjusting firm-complexity (complex

system perspective) can be seen as complements. From the resource-based perspective,
equifinality and resource heterogeneity are ex ante preconditions to attain SCA. From the
perspective of complex systems theory, to attain SCA two conditions must be met. The process
of adjusting the ex ante complexity differential must be successful, and entrepreneurial behavior
must be enabled by heterogeneous ex post inter-firm complexities.
The most pervasive impact of regulation on firm outcomes is observed, if regulation appears in
kinds of regulatory requirements or regulatory prohibitions designed specifically to an industry.
Because the core of the resource-based theory is on value generation, I focused on the effects of
specific industry regulation on value generation processes of the firm. Regulation can be the
dominating factor in determining, if the firm competences are enhanced or destroyed. Three
settings describe different modes of regulatory impact on competence development and
performance outcome. In setting 1 (exogenous competence enhancing by homogeneous
compliance), the conditions for attaining SCA specified by resource-based theory and complex
system theory are not met. In setting 2 (exogenous competence enhancing by heterogeneous
compliance) and setting 3 (exogenous competence destroying by heterogeneous compliance), the
conditions specified by resource-based theory and complex system theory can be fulfilled by the
firm.
The modes of regulation presented in this paper can dominate the building of expectations about
the future value of resources. In creating substantial response uncertainties for the firm,
regulation can be the source of information asymmetries that constitutes imperfect factor
markets. Hence, an explanation for the existence of imperfect factor markets can be found. Thus,
regulation has an impact on resource heterogeneity as precondition in attaining SCA.
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